
Thomson Reuters Drafting Assistant 
Your best work in less time, every time.



Drafting Assistant works within Microsoft® Word to scan your legal documents 

intelligently in seconds, alerting you to errors, inconsistencies, missing 

information and more. Drafting, research and analysis tools are provided 

seamlessly within Drafting Assistant so you won’t lose your drafting rhythm.

Increase efficiency. Reduce risk. 
Enhance your reputation.

Avoid costly contract drafting errors 

and reduce risk by rapidly identifying 

and assessing potential issues, such as 

defined-term discrepancies, numeration 

errors and missing information.

Cut proofreading time in half and spend 

more time tackling the higher value, 

substantive client-specific issues that 

matter most.

Eliminate disruptions in your drafting 

workflow – integration with core  

Thomson Reuters legal solutions removes 

the need to constantly switch between 

applications.

Streamline your drafting – access 

Contract Express and Practical Law Fast 

Draft questionnaires, plus your assembled 

documents, directly from Word.

Produce documents that reflect the latest 

market practice – benchmark your legal 

documents and incorporate best-in-class 

precedent language from Practical Law 

Standard Documents and Clauses.

Ensure you are citing current law – check 

the legal status of your citations against 

Westlaw UK, without leaving Word.

PROOFREADING 

Run the Drafting Assistant core analyser 

tool, Deal Proof, to instantly identify 

open issues, defined term errors, 

inconsistencies and more. Then jump to 

potential drafting mistakes to review and 

correct if needed.

Generate a report of the flagged items 

to review later or share with colleagues 

via email.

Tip: use the PDF Converter tool to convert 

text and image-based PDFs into Word 

format for analysing.



DOCUMENT ASSEMBLY 

Generate documents from Contract Express 

and Practical Law Fast Draft templates* 

with the new Build Document tool. It also 

provides easy access to any contract or 

documents previously assembled through 

either solution.

*  Contract Express and Practical Law 

subscriptions required

PRACTICAL LAW INTEGRATION* 

Search and access Practical Law Standard 

Documents and Clauses to quickly 

benchmark your document, get drafting 

guidance or cut and paste precedent 

language from the world’s leading legal 

know-how service.

* Practical Law subscription required

RISK MANAGEMENT 

Check your citations at the click of a button 

thanks to integration with Westlaw UK*.

The citation-checking tool verifies the 

status of citations in your legal document 

and inserts links to the full text on Westlaw. 

This ensures that all citations used in your 

document are accurately referenced, still 

good law and up to date.

* Westlaw UK subscription required



For more information about Drafting Assistant: 

Visit: legal-solutions.co.uk/draftingassistant 

Email: legalsolutions.uki@tr.com 

Or speak to your Account Manager.

5440501A

THOMSON REUTERS CONTRACT EXPRESS

Before you proof your documents with Drafting Assistant,  

you’ll want to have maximum confidence in the source 

material.

Contract Express, the document automation software from 

Thomson Reuters, is trusted by legal professionals to generate 

standard legal documents from easy to use questionnaires, 

reducing or eliminating the delays, costs, bottlenecks, and  

risks inherent with manual drafting.

Use Contract Express to generate first drafts of legal 

documents from automated templates allowing you to 

work on higher value negotiations, non-standard matters, 

and realisable matters. The result is a more efficient, more 

consistent and more compliant legal service.

To find out more, go to legal-solutions.co.uk/contractexpress

YOU MAY ALSO BE INTERESTED IN ...

WHY THOMSON REUTERS?

Thomson Reuters delivers intelligence, technology and human expertise you need to find 

trusted answers. We provide best-in-class legal solutions to help you work faster and 

smarter: Practical Law™ for expert know-how; Westlaw® UK for the most powerful,  

accurate legal search; and more. 

To learn more about legal solutions from Thomson Reuters, visit legal-solutions.co.uk

HOW MUCH TIME CAN BE SAVED WHEN DRAFTING A LEGAL DOCUMENT?*

*Figures from the 2016 Drafting Assistant Efficiency Research survey. For the full report, please visit:  

http://legalsolutions.thomsonreuters.com/law-products/solutions/drafting-assistant/transactional/efficiency-study 

     with 

Drafting 

Assistantof customers agree that 

Drafting Assistant saves 

them time when 

reviewing documents.

PROOFREAD AND ANALYSE DOCUMENTS YOU ARE DRAFTING

of customers feel more 

confident that their 

documents are error-free.

of customers agree that 

Drafting Assistant enables 

them to effectively use time 

on higher value activities.

79%

70%

65% Time Savings

41 MINUTES

116 MINUTES
     without 

Drafting 

Assistant

IDENTIFY OPEN ISSUES

68% Time Savings

11 MINUTES

34 MINUTES

REVIEW SECTION CROSS-REFERENCES

67% Time Savings

20 MINUTES

60 MINUTES

81%
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